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MEMORANDUM 

To: Roger Coombes 

From: Carl GoodzeU 

Date: Augwn 20, 1990 

TS-SSC 90-048 

S"P"rconkli'"I S"P"r CJ/uLr ~""'/ 
25so &ct~~ .AwlUUI, Sw.u 240 

:JJal~, :JX 75237-3946 

Subject: BNL-FNAL CDM Compatibility 

We had a meeting at BNL on Augus1 14 1o address questions raised 
on the capability of the BNL version of the CDM for assembly on ihe FNAL 
1ooling and other relaied topics. The meeting was attended by staff members 
from BNL, FNAL and SSCL (I have ihe 1is1 of attenders.). The following is 
a summary liB1 of recommendattons or continuing issues: 

1. Collaring: The :t1rsi two tsomm long magnets are planned 1o be 
collared at BNL on-the new production type collaring press. After 
ibat, any subsequent magnets required tor the s1ring tes1 could 
also be collared the same way with industrial parlicipaiton. 11 was 
feU there is some compromise 1o the design if the BNL collars 
were 1o be altered 1o ftt the FNAL collaring 'k>oling (See Figure 
1). Thus, 11 was recommended that FNAL proceed 1o ob1ain dies 
for the upper and lower collaring press laminations that would 
exactly match 1he BNL collar. The laminations would be made 
in1o tooling seciions which could be assembled 1n1o the FNAL 
press trame 1o permit collaring of the BNL design collar. (Phil 
Sanger will look in1o the question of the die procurement.) 

2. Shell Welding: BNL will proceed 1o obtain a new yoke 
Jaminatton die 1o be used for the long magnets. It will have the 
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mid-plane weld backup strip slot dimensioned for the FNAL 
fiducial weld rail 1o permit shell welding on the FNAL press 
without any alteration of the setup. The yoke diameter will also 
be decreased slightly 1o accommodate the FNAL shells which are 
.19tS inches thick, .007 more than the BNL shell dimension. This 
will eliminate the need 1o obtain the .188 shells for the BNL long 
magnets. 

3. Interconnections: The obje<rtive of the discussion was 1o 
determine what information would be required in order 1o arrive 
at some recommendations on interconnection compaUbility. For 
the string tes1 interconnection questions, i1 will first be necessary 
1o produce a dimensioned layout of the lead and return end cold 
mass closures of the BNL version with the dished head using the 
following assumptions: 

a. The return end of the magnet will have the BNL 1ype 
hair pin expansion joints plus a number of instrumentation 
connections that need 1o be specified. 

b. The number and type of instrumentation connections 
required for the string test for the lead end need 1o be 
determined. n is noted that the strain gauge instrumentation 
connections may not be necessary for the string tes1 since this 
data will have been previously obtained from the single magnet 
iest. (This information will be developed by W. Clay, J . Cox and 
w. Smith in time for review at our nen meeting on this 
subject.) 

c. The type and design of the interconnection tor a single 
magnet test may be different than that used tor the string tes1 
for various reasons. The increased number of ill!nrumentation 
connections which may be required for the single magent test is 
one of them. I will look into this compatibility question. 

4. New Issues: The question of the assembly of the end sections 
of the BNL version coil which uses a ramp splice rather than the 
collet and external splices needs 1o be addressed at the next 
meeting. A determination will be made of the method of 
iechnology transfer of end fabrication 1o FNAL and the industrial 
people should these magnets be required tor the string telri. (P. 
Sanger will look into this.) 
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I would like w continue with ihe resolufilon of ihe pending issues at 
a torihooming meeting which I would like to hold at FNAL on Sept. 13. I 
will confirm this date after checking with the parties involved. 

oo: 
T. Bush 
w. Clay 
P. Sanger 
J. Tomkins 
E. Kelly, BNL 
E. Wille~ BNL 
J. Carso~ FNAL 
J. Strait, FN~ 

Enclosure: Figure 1 
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